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In an actuarial or financial context one often encounters the calculation of risk 

measures of random variables of the type S r:1 Xi' In many applications, the 

individual risks Xi are not mutually independent, for example because their 
outcomes are all influenced by the same economic or physical environment. 
Comonotonicity, which is an extremal form of positive dependence, can be used 
to determine easy to compute and accurate upper and lower bounds for the dis
tribution of S, and hence, also for risk measures related to S. 
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I. AGGREGATING NON-INDEPENDENT RlSKS 

In an actuarial or financial context one often enCollnters a randOll1 
variable (r.v.) S of the type 

(1) 
;=1 

For example, for an insurer the different X; may represent the claims 
from individual policies over a specified time horizon and S repre
sents the aggregate risk related to the entire insurance portfolio. In 
another context, the X; denote the risks of a particular business line and 
S is then tbe aggregate risk across all business lines. In a pension fund 
context, random variables of this type appear when determining pro
visions and related optimal investment strategies. Another field of 
application concerns personal finance probleills where a decision 
maker faces a series of future consumptions and looks for optimal 
saving and investtnent strategies. In option pricing randOll1 variables 
of this type appear to describe the pay-offs of Asian and basket 
options. Finally, they also appear in a capital allocation or capital 
aggregation context. Roughly speaking, these applications amount to 
the evaluation of risk measures related to the cumulative distribution 
function (cdf) Fs(x) = Pr[S:::; x] of the random variable S. We refer 
the interested reader to (Dhaene e.a. (2002); (2005); (2006) and Simon 
e.a. (2000» for more details on these applications. 

It is wen-known that Monte Carlo shnulations 111ay be helpful in the 
evaluation of S but since these are often cOlnputationally intensive, 
there is space for analytical (approximate) solutions as well. For exam
ple, financial institutions evaluate the 'fair value' of their balance sheet 
which involves the use of so-called 'risk neutral probabilities' and then 
project how this value can evolve stochastically over a given thue franle 
(often one year) requiring 'physical probabilities' (i.e. the probabilities 
in the real world). In this case Monte Carlo sinlulations require the 
combination of risk neutral and physical scenarios which will dramat
ical1y increase the nmnber of scenarios that are needed to obtain accu
rate answers. Even modern computers will often not be able to handle 
this efficiently. In contrast, comonotonicity can be used to evaluate the 
part that involves 'risk neutral scenarios' in conjullction with Monte 
Carlo simulations for the 'physical scenarios'. 

In order to avoid technical complications we will aSSUllle that 
the expectations of the X; exist. We denote the random vector 
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(Xb X2' ... ,x,/) by X. Let !i.= (Ub U2, ... , Un) be a random vector of 
uniformly (0,1) distributed random variables Ui such that: 

(2) 

Here~ F.v,1 denotes the quantile function of the r. v. X; and ,.Jl, stands 
for 'equality in distribution'. Hence~ 

which Il1eanS that the cdf F x of X = (Xl' X2) ••• , x:/) is cOlnpletely spec
ified by the marginal cdr's F.'f/ of the X; and by the cdf F 11 of U. The 
function F1l. is called a 'copula function'. For more details on this 
decomposition of a multivariate distribution into its marginal distrib
utions and a copula function, see for exantple (Nelsen (1999». 

From (1) and (2), we find that the distribution of S can be charac
terized as follows: 

(4) 

It is convenient to assume that the random variables Ui are mutu
ally independent, as in this case the distribution of S can be computed 
using the technique of convolution. Powerful and accurate exact or 
approximate recursive computation 11lethods such as De Pril's recur
sion and Panjer's recursion can also be applied in this case. We refer 
to (Panjer (1981», (De Pdl (1989» and (Dhaene e.a. (2006». When 
S represents the aggregate clainls of an insurance portfolio the 
assunlption of independence is sometimes realistic. Moreover, the 
existence of an insurance industry, where risks are pooled between a 
large number of insureds, is mainly based on the fact that the risks X; 
associated with the individual policies can be assumed to be lnutually 
independent. 

However, in many other actuarial and financial applications the indi
vidual risks X;. in the stllns S calmot be assmned to be Inutually inde
pendent, for instance because all X; are influenced by the same eco
nOlnic or physical envirorunent. The independence assumption is then 
violated and as a consequence it is not straightforward to determine 
the cdf of S. In the case of non-independent risks the problem of deter
mining the cdf of S is often further complicated by the fact that the 
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copula connecting the marginals F x is unknown or too cumbersome 
to work with. f 

A sum S of non-independent risks may occur for instance when 
considering the aggregate claims amount of a non-life insurance risk 
portfolio or a credit portfolio where the insured risks are subject to 
some common factors such as geography or economic environment. 
Another example concerns the aggregate payments of a pension fund 
when the insured parties are working in the same company. These peo
ple work at the same location and may use the same transport facili
ties which will result in some positive dependency between their mor
tality rates. 

II. COMONOTONICITY 

Let us consider the situation where the individual risks X; of the ran
dotn vector X are subject to the same claim generating mechanism in 
the sense that 

(5) 

for SOlne common random variable Z and non-decreasing functions 
gj. In this case, the randolu vector X is said to be 'comonotonic' and 
the distribution of X is called the 'conlonotonic distribution'. Notice 
that all gi(Z) are Inonotonic increasing functions of the random vari
able Z, which explains the word cOlnonotonic ( conunon monotonic). 

Intuitively, it is clear that cotnollotonicity corresponds to an extreme 
form of positive dependency between the individual risks involved. 
Indeed~ increasing the outc01l1e Z of the conunon source of risk Z is 
tied to a sitnultaneous increase in the different outcomes gj(z). 

One can prove that the comonotonicity of X can also be character
ized by 

(6) 

which means that the representation (2) for the distribution function 
of X holds true with UI == U2 == .. , U,l == U. Hence, the n-dimensional 
stochastic nature of a general random vector X reduces to a sing1e 
dimension in the case of comonotonicity. This aspect of comonoto
nicity implies that sitnulating outcomes of a comonotonic random 
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vector reduces to simulating outcomes of a univariate uniform (0, 1) 
r.v. U. 

It is straightfOlward to prove that comonotonicity of X is equivalent to 

It is known since Hoeffding (Hoeffding (1940) and Frechet (Frechet 

(1951» that the function [Fxl(xl),Fxl(X2), ... ,Fx.(x,,)] is the multi
variate cdf of a random vector which has the same marginal distribu
tions as the random vector X. 

Let us denote the sum of the components of the comonotonic ran
dom vector (Fxll(U),Fx21(U), ... ,Fx.I(U») by SC: 

II 

SC := L Fi,! (U). (8) 
;=1 

Comonotonicity of X implies that S = I;J=I X; !1: sc. 
Several important actuarial quantities of SC such as quantiles and 

stop-loss premiums exhibit an additivity property in the sense that 
they can he expressed as a sum of corresponding quantities of the 
marginals involved. For the quantiles, we have that 

O<p<l. (9) 

Let us now assume that the marginal cdf's Fx are strictly increas-
ing. In this case, one can prove that j 

(10) 

for any d such that 0 <Fs«d) <1, and with the dt given by 

(11 ) 

Notice that I;~! di" = d. Taking expectations of both sides of (10) 

leads to the following additive relation for the stop-loss premiums of SC: 

(12) 
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The expressions (10), (II) and (12) can be generalized to the case of 
general distribution functions, see (Dhaene e.a. (2000») and (Kaas e.a. 
(2000») for more details. Expressions similar to (10) and (12) can also 
be found in (Jamshidian (1989» where it is proven that in the Vasicek 
(Vasicek (1977» model, a European call option on a portfolio of zero 
coupon bonds (in particular, an option on a single coupon paying bond) 
decomposes into a portfolio of European call options on the individual 
zero coupon bonds in the portfolio. This holds true because in the 
Vasicek tnodel, the prices at a future date of all zero coupon bonds 
involved are decreasing functions of the random spot rate at that date. 

III. A COMONOTONIC UPPER BOUND APPROXIMATION 

As opposed to the case of independent or cOlnonotonic rv's Xi, it is in 
general not straightforward to determine the cdf of S. In the general 
case it may be helpful to find a dependency structure for the random 
vector (X., Xl, ... , -X;t) that leads to a 'less favorable' or 'more danger
ous' sum for the marginal terms Xi and such that the cdf of this sum 
is easier to determine. Making decisions based on the 'less favorable' 
distribution will lead to prudent or conservative decisions. 

In order to define what we mean by 'less favorable' we have to decide 
how to order risks. In this respect it is convenient to consider convex 
ordering: A r.v. X is smaller than a r.v. Y in convex order if E[X] =E[YJ 
and E[(X -d)+J ~ E(X -d)+] for all real d. In this case, we write 

X :S:cx y. (13) 

In von Neumann & Morgenstern's (von Neumann e.a. (1947» 
'Expected UtilityTheory'~ as well as in Yaari's (Yaari (1987» 'Dual 
Theory of Choice under Risk', convex order represents the common 
preferences of risk averse decision makers between risks with equal 
expectations. See for example (Wang e.a. (1998». 

When X and Y represent losses or fuhlfe payments, X :S:cx Y Ineans 
that every risk averse decision maker prefers paying X above paying Y. 
Hence, replacing (the distribution of) the real loss X by (the distribu
tion of) the loss Yand making decisions based on (the distribution of) 
Y can be considered as a prudent strategy. On the other hand, when X 
and Y represent gains or incomes, X ~cx Y means that every risk averse 
decision maker prefers gaining X to gaining Y. For more details on 
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ordering (distributions of) r.v.'s, we refer to (Shaked e.a. (1997). Actu
arial applications of stochastic ordering concepts are described in 
detail in (Kaas e.a. (2001» and (Denuit e.a. (2005». 

One can prove that for any random vector (X"X2' ... ,x,,), the fol
lowing ordering relation holds: 

(14) 

This means that replacing (the distribution function of) S by (the dis
tribution function of) SC and making decisions based on the latter dis
tribution function can be considered as a prudent strategy in the franle
work of expected utility theory as well as Yaari's dual theory of choice 
under risk. Moreover, quantiles and stop-loss premiums of SC can eas
ily be determined from (9) and (12). The comonotonic upper bound 
approximation Fs- will be 'close' to the exact cdf F8-' when the differ
ent Ui in (4) possess a strong positive dependency structure. An 
insightful geOlnetric proof of (14) can be found in (Kaas e.a. (2002». 
Earlier references to closely related results are (Meilijson e.a. (1979», 
(Riischendorf (1983» and (Muller (1997». 

As S ~c.t SC implies that E[S] =E[Y], it follows that the cdf.'s of Sand 
Y must cross at least once. Hence, apart fi:om the case that S 4: Y, we 
find that it is impossible that ~.1(P) is an upper bound for FSr1(P) for all 
o <p < 1. This impJies that the quantile risk measure is not subadditive. 

Several actuarial and financial problems that we mentioned in the 
previous section involve the evaluation of the net present value or the 
accumulated value of future cash flows, which can be expressed as a 
sum S as in (1) where the r.v.'s X; are given by 

(15) 

Here, the aj are deterministic real numbers and (Y" Y21 ••• , Y,,) is a 
random vector. 

The accumulated value at time 11 of a series of future deterministic sav
ing amounts ai can be written in this fonn, where Yi denotes the cumu
lative logreturn over the period [i, 11]. Sitnilariy, the present value of a 
series of future deterministic payments ai can be written ill this form 
where now e~ denotes the random discount factor over the period [0, i]. 

In both cases (compounding and discounting), the random vector 
(XI' Xz, ... , ~,) will not be comonotonic, although neighboring 
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components ~ and ~ will be rather strongly dependent random vari
ables. This is because there is a natural overlapping process when com
pounding (or discounting) over the different time periods. In case of 
discounting, the random variable S can be considered as the stochastic 
present value of an n~year term annuity. A continuous version (with pay
ments continuously spread over time) is considered in (Defresne (1990». 

Let us now aSSUIne that the X; are given by ~ = aj eY; with ai> O. 
We also assunle that any randonl variable Yi is normally distributed. 
We find that 

(16) 

where <l> is the standard normal cdf. In this case the quantiles and the 
stop-loss premiunls of ~ are given by 

O<p<l, (17) 

and 

E[SC -dL 
taieE{~l+~q!1 cI>((J~ - cI>-I( Fsc (d))) - d( 1 Fs' (d)), 
1=1 

(18) 
o <d <00, 

respectively. The quality of this upper bound approximation is inves
tigated in (Dhaene e.a. (2002», (Huang e.a. (2004» and (Vauduffel e.a. 
(2005». 

For a general randOln vector (XI, X2, ••• , A';,) and real d and 
d; (i = 1,2, ... 11) such that r;=l d; d we have that 

(19) 

It can be proven that the minimuln of the expectation of the right 

hand side in (19), taken over all d; such that r;~1 di = d, is given by 

E[S:-d]+. Hence, in the case of strictly increasing cdr's Fx" we find 

from (12) that this Inillimum is obtained for the dt as defined in (11). 

This result can be generalized to the case of general cdf's Fx,' 
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When the Xi represent asset prices at some future date) say t, then 

the r. v. [L;~t Xi - d L can be interpreted as the pay-off of a European 

type basket call option at expiration date t, whereas each of the terms 
[Xj-di]+ can be interpreted as the pay-off of a European call option on 
the i-th asset involved at the srune expiration date. The inequality (19) 
provides an infinite number of ways to super-replicate the pay-off of the 
basket option in terms of the individual asset options involved. The super
hedging strategy consisting of buying tbe II European caUs with respec
tive exercise prices dt corresponds to a cheapest super-replicating 
hedging strategy for the basket option under consideration. Sinlilar results 
hold for Asian options. For more details) we refer to (Dhaene e.a. (2002», 
(Simon e.a. (2000») (Albrecher e.a. (2005», (Hobson e.a. (2005», 
(Vanmae1e e.a. (2006», (Teynaerts e.a. (2006» and (Chen e.a. (2007». 

IV: COMONOTONIC LOWER BOUND APPROXIMATIONS 

In the previous section, we introduced all approximation for the cdf F s 
by keeping the marginal cdf's Fx unchanged while replacing the 
'real' dependency structure by the ~omonotonic one. The crucial fea
ture of comonotonicity is that only a one-dimensional randOinness is 
involved. As a consequence, cOlnonotOllic sums have convenient addi
tivity properties for quantiles and stop-loss premiums. In this section, 
we will look for less crude and hence better approximations for Fs 
without losing the convenient properties of the comonotonic upper 
bound approximation. The technique of taking conditional expecta
tions will help us to achieve this goal. 

For an appropriate random variable A, we consider the conditional 
expectations E [S I A = 1] for all outcomes ). of A. Now, we propose 
to approximate the cdf of S by the cdf of Si, which is defined by 

SI = E[ S I A] t[ Xi I A] 
i=1 

(20) 

This approximation allows us to move from the multivariate ran
domness of the vector (Xl! X2, ••• , X,,) to the univariate randomness of 
the conditioning random variable A. Notice that a continuous version 
of this technique applied to Asian option pricing is considered in 
(Rogers e.a. (1995». 
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Let liS . . ' A I l' case llOW assume that all E [Xi I A] are mcreasltlg 10 ,\. n t lIS 

have'tlwe find that Sl is a comonotonic sum. As a consequence, we 
lat 

SI g tF;(r, IA](U), 
1'=1 

(21) 

Where h ,., . , 
val. F t e random varIable U IS uniformly dish'ibuted on the tlmt mter-
\VitI llrthermore, the quantiles and the stop-loss premiums related 
ind,l ~I can be expressed as a sum of con'esponding quantities for the 

lVld 1 C Ua terms E [X; I A]. 
sen onCerning an appropriate choice for A, notice that when A is cho
the ~qUal to S, we find that S' == S. Therefore, intuitively it is clear that 
1io\V~loser' A is to S, the better. the approximation st. ~ill perfo~m. 
fOr th vel') for the A to be useful It must enable an explIcIt expression 

T . e different E [X; I A). 

qu h.e tnost prominent case which leads to closed form expressions for 
an.t'. l', 

With lIes and stop-loss premiums of Sl is the one where X,i = ~i e , 
rand all Gi > 0 and (:1, Y2, ."" 1';1) a multivariate normally dlstr~bllted 
tic 10n1 vector. In Hus section, we will further concentrate on tills par-

U at' case. 
We choose A to be a linear combination of the Yb Y2, ... , ~,: 

(22) 

f0t' !:lo • h' f 1 1" 1 c4(} ~ppropnate c 01Ce~? t le COefficients Yi' In thelterature, severa 
it . .lees for these coeffICients have been proposed. In (Kaas e.a. (20?O)) 
() ,1.s proposed to determine A SUch that it can be interpreted as a flrst
tl~ Q~r ap~l:oxi,matjon fo~ the original sum S, In (Vanduffel e.a . ~200.5)) 
~ ~ ~ondlttonUlg LV. A IS chosen such that a first-order approxImation 
;;. .... lhe variance of ? is is max.i:tnized. In (Vandu~el e.a. (2006)) it is 
Q. ~'-led th.at both chOIces for A i n some sense provlde an overa,lI good-
1: ~~s of fIt for the cdf of S, ba sed on 5', and one can further lmprOve 
l::t~ c?oi~e f?f A Wh~ll conce:o.:t rating on a particular neighborl~ood of 

~ dlstnbutlOn functJOn such. a s the extreme lower or upper tails. 
For the general A as consid ered in (22) we find that 

(23) 
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where the 1'; are the correlations between the Y; and A: 

(24) 

From (23), we see that Sl is a comonotonic sum when all correla
tion coefficients rj are non-negative. Notice that the particular choices 
for the Yi as proposed in (Kaas e.a. (2000» and in (Vanduffel e.a. 
(2005» lead to non-negative rio In the cOlnonotonic case the quantiles 
of Si are given by 

O<p< 1, (25) 

whereas the stop-loss premiums are given by 

(26) 

O<d <00, 

As mentioned above the expressions (23)-(26) hold when aJl cash 
flows Uj and correlations rj are positive. These results can be general
ized. In (Vanduffel e.a. (2005» a particular pattern of cash flows with 
mixed signs of the a j is considered, whereas in (Deelstra e.a. (2006» 
the case that some of the rj are negative is dealt with. 

Using Jensen's inequality, one can prove that 

s, (27) 

which means that SI is 'less dangerous' than S. At first sight, it seems 
counter-intuitive for a risk-averse decision maker to tnake his deci
sions based on the 'less dangerous'S'. However, numerical com
parisons reveal that, at least when ~ at elj and assuming the 
(Yb Y2, ... , Yll) to be multivariate nonnally distributed, the risk mea
sures of Si can, statistically speaking, barely be distinguished from the 
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risk measures of the random variable S, obtained by simulation, pro
vided an appropriate choice is made for the conditioning r.v. A., see 
for example (Albrecher e.a. (2005». This observation may outweigh 
the fact that the lower bound SI is 'less dangerous' and the cdf of S' 
may generically be considered to be an accurate approximation for the 
cdfof S. 

V. DEPENDENCIES IN A NON-GAUSSIAN WORLD 

In the previous two sections, we considered the problem of how 
to determine comonotonic lower and upper bounds for sums of r. v.'s. 
We iHustrated the technique by deriving explicit expressions for 
sums of lognormal r.v.'s. The latter case can directly be applied for 
the discounting and compounding applications described above, pro
vided the investment returns can be described by a lognormal 
process. It is well-known that daily returns are correlated and exhibit 
fat tails, which impJies that they cannot be adequately modelled 
through normal random variables. However, several of the applica
tions we encountered concern long time investments horizons (typi
cally some decades) and hence, also the time unit will be expressed 
in months or years. As soon as the time unit is sufficiently long, 
assuming a Gaussian model for the (Yh Y2, •• 0, Y,,) seems to be appro
priate in many cases, see for instance (Cesari, e.a. (2003) and (Levy 
(2004)). 

The theoretical developments concerning the comonotonic lower 
and upper bounds continue to hold for non-Gaussian random vectors. 
The comonotonic upper bound can readily be applied in the general 
case. For sums of logelliptical r.v.'s, we refer to (Valdez e.a. (2003». 
The performance of the upper bound in case Levy processes are 
involved is investigated in (Albrecher e.a. (2005» and (Valdez e.a. 
(2003»). 

The comonotonic lower bound results are more difficult to use for 
general distribution functions, mainly because closed form expres
sions for E [Xi I A] are in general not available. In (Dhaene e.a. (2005)), 
the lower bound based on the conditioning technique is investigated 
for sums consisting of a combination of lognormal and normal r. v.'s. 
The case of sums of logelliptical r.v.'s is considered in (Valdez e.a. 
(2003)). They illustrate that in the genera] logelliptical case, no closed
fonn expressions for S' are readily avaiJable. 
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